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ABSTRACT
SUBSTANCE P AND THE TECTOTHALAMIC PATHWAY
Sean Masterson
July 28, 2010
Cortical and tectal inputs to the caudal LPN in the rat were examined using
anatomical and physiological techniques. Pyramidal cells in layer 6 of the visual cortex
and wide-field vertical cells in the stratum opticum of the superior colliculus (SC) project
to the caudal LPN. Ultrastructural examination revealed that cortical terminals within the
caudal LPN were small, contacted small dendrites, and could be identified through
vGLUTI immunohistochemistry. In contrast, tectal terminals were much larger,
contacted large dendrites, and could be identified through vGLUT2
immunohistochemistry. In whole cell current clamp recording, stimulation of
corticothalmic fibers elicited EPSPs that showed a frequency dependent facilitation and
stimulation of the tectothalmic fibers elicited stable EPSPs.
The neuropeptide Substance P (SP) and the receptor to which it binds, neurokinin1 (NK -1), can both be found within the LPN of the rat. We examined the origin of the
SP-positive terminals, their anatomical relationship to the NK-l receptor, and the
physiological effects of SP within the LPN. Light and confocal microscopy revealed that
NK-l positive cells were localized in the caudal LPN and were embedded within aSP
positive terminal field. At the ultrastructural level, SP terminals were the same size as
tecto-LPN terminals and terminals that contain vGLUT2 and they synapsed with large
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NK-l positive dendrites. Lesions of the superior colliculus (SC) with ibotenic acid
reduced the level of SP and vGLUT2 immunoreactivity in the caudal LPN. Bath
application of SP depolarized the neurons, increased their membrane resistance, and
produced long-term potentiation (LTP) of the EPSPs. These effects were blocked by
simultaneous application of the NK-l antagonist L-703,606. Considering that highfrequency firing is often necessary for the release of neuropeptides, both the
corticothalamic and tectothalamic fibers were stimulated at 100Hz. Stimulation of the
corticothalmic fibers had no effect on the membrane rei stance or on EPSP amplitudes. In
contrast, stimulation of the tectothalmic fibers depolarized the neurons, increased their
membrane resistance, and produced LTP. These results suggest that wide-field vertical
cells in the stratum opticum of the SC project to the caudal LPN and when activated at
high frequency produce LTP through the activation of NK -1 receptors.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The visual world presents a multitude of foci that range in complexity and
relevance. The central nervous system is limited in its capacity to process sensory
information and is incapable of attending to all possible stimuli. Therefore, neural
mechanisms must exist that are capable of weighting visual stimuli and determining their
salience. There are two established routes by which visual information reaches the
cortex. In the primary visual pathway, information from the retina is conveyed to the
cortex by the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus. Retinogeniculate
terminals are large, contact proximal dendrites, and terminate in potent synaptic
arrangements known as glomeruli (Li et aI., 2003a). In vivo physiology studies indicate
that the response properties of LGN neurons are defined, or "driven", primarily by their
retinal inputs (Cleland et aI., 1971). In contrast, input from the visual cortex to the LGN,
in the form of small terminals that innervate distal dendrites, has relatively minor,
"modulatory" effects on the visual responses of geniculate neurons.

In the secondary visual pathway, information from the retina reaches the cortex
by way of the superior colliculus (SC) and the pulvinar nucleus (primates) or the LPN
(rodents). The secondary visual system has been implicated in visual orientation and
spatial attention (Bender and Butter 1987, Fabre-Thorpe et al. 1986, Laberge and
Buchsbaum 1990). The activity of the LPN is especially intriguing because it has diverse
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visual input and has reciprocal connections with the cortex. The LPN receives sparse
projections from retinal ganglion cells and extensive projections from both the cortex and
the Sc. The projection cells (also referred to as relay cells) in the LPN are glutamatergic
cells that project to visual cortical areas, striatum and amygdala. The LPN has been
termed a "higher order" nucleus (Guillery, 1995, Sherman and Guillery, 2002) because its
anatomical organization suggests that its activity might be defined not by the retina but
by the cortex. Pyramidal cells from layers 5 and 6 of the visual cortex project to the
LPN. The layer 5 axons are large, contact proximal dendrites, and terminate glomeruli,
similar to the synaptic arrangements of retinogeniculate terminals (Bourassa and
Deschenes, 1995; Li et aI., 2003a). Stimulation of layer 5 axons elicits a frequency
dependent depression in LPN neurons (Li et aI., 2003b). This response is similar to the
response of LGN neurons to stimulation of retinogeniculate axons (Turner and Salt,
1998; Chen et aI., 2002). In contrast, layer 6 axons that innervate the LPN are small and
contact distal dendrites, similar to the terminations of corticogeniculate terminals
(Bourassa and Deschenes, 1995; Li et aI., 2003a). Cells in the LPN respond to
stimulation of the layer 6 axons with a frequency dependent facilitation, a response that is
similar to the cortical input to the LGN (Li et aI., 2003b; LindstOm and Wr6be11990;
Turner and Salt, 1998; von Krosigk et aI., 1999). These anatomical and physiological
findings support the idea that layer 5 afferents may be "drivers" of LPN activity while
layer 6 afferents may be "modulators" of LPN activity (Sherman and Guillery, 1998). In
this scenario, visual information from the cortex both drives and modulates the activity of
the LPN which then projects back to the cortex. This thalamo-cortico-thalamo loop
might coordinate cortical regions and contribute to the generation of attention.
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Within the concept of drivers and modulators, classification of the tectal input to
the LPN remains unclear. The SC is divided into superficial and deep layers. The
superficial layer is subdivided into the stratum zonale (SZ), stratum griseum superficiale
(SGS), and the stratum opticum (SO). The superficial layers of the SC receive
topographic all y organized inputs from retinal ganglion cells (Wassle and liling, 1980)
and layer 5 pyramidal cells of the visual cortex (Hubener and Bolz, 1988). Neurons in the
SGS and SO possess large visual receptive fields (Chalupa et aI., 1983, Major et ai.
2000), are multisensory (Burnett et aI., 2004) and innervate the LPN (Ling et aI., 1997,
Hilbig et aI., 2000). Neurons in the tectorecipient region of the LPN display different
response properties to visual stimuli and possess larger visual receptive fields than the
cells in the superficial layers of the SC (Chalupa et aI., 1983). The larger receptive fields
of the tectorecipient neurons connote a possible convergence of tectal afferents onto relay
cells in the LPN.
Although a large variation has been found in the morphology of tecto-LPN
synapses in the hamster (Ling et aI., 1997), these synapses could still be grouped into two
categories: individual terminals and tubular clusters.

The individual terminals were

smooth with a sparse distribution of swellings. The tubular clusters consisted of 20-40
tightly packed boutons around the shaft of a large, proximal dendrite.

The synaptic

morphology of the tubular clusters suggests that the SC might profoundly influence the
behavior of the LPN. Unfortunately, experiments that removed the tectal input to the
LPN produced contrasting results. Lesion of the SC was found to have negligible effects
on the visual responsiveness of cells within the monkey pulvinar, a structure comparable
to the LPN (Bender, 1983). Conversely, inhibition of the rabbit SC was found to
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significantly decrease the visual responsiveness of cells within the LPN (Casanova and
Molotchnikoff, 1990). Functional MRI (Buchel and Josephs, 1998) and PET scans
(Bundesen et aI., 2002) of humans have shown that the SC and pulvinar are active during
periods of visual attention. The functional and anatomical relationship between the SC
and the LPN relative to visual attention is undetermined.
Immunocytochemical studies have found that cells within the SGS and SO stain
for SP.

It has been demonstrated in the cat that a large number of these

SP~

immunoreactive cells project to the LPN (Hutsler and Chalupa, 1991). The ultrastructure
of substance P stained terminals is similar to that of tectal terminals labeled by
anterograde transport (Kelly et aI., 2003). In the rat, there is a dense network of fibers
that stain for SP in the caudal regions of the LPN (Battaglia et aI., 1992). This is the
region of the LPN that receives the densest input from the Sc. Lesioning of the SC in the
cat (Hutsler and Chalupa, 1991) and in the rat (Miguel-Hidalgo et aI., 1991) caused a
reduction in the SP-immunoreactivity within the tectorecipient region the LPN.
The SP receptor, neurokinin-l (NKl) has also been localized to the LPN
(Ogawa-Meduro et aI., 1994, Saffroy et aI., 2003) and is most densely distributed in the
caudal tectorecipient zones. Substance P has diverse effects throughout the central
nervous system many of which are facilitating. Substance P was found to increase the
susceptibility of neurons to long term potentiation in the cortex (Kato and Yoshimura
1993) and spinal cord (Afrah et aI. 2002). Substance P has also been found to inhibit
pyramidal neurons in the hippocampus by exciting intemeurons through a decrease in K+
conductance and an increase in Na+ conductance (Ogier and Raggenbass 2003).
Application of SP onto dissociated dorsal root ganglion cells potentiated an NMDA
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activated current (Wu et aI., 2004). This effect was blocked by NKI antagonists. This
potentiation was slow-acting and long-lasting; peaking after 5-10 minutes and lasting up
to 3 hours.
The visual system has been studied extensively. Yet, the mechanism by which
the simplest visual image is selected, deconstructed, processed, and then reconstructed
into a percept remains largely a mystery. In the following chapters, I will describe
anatomical and physiological experiments that characterize tecto-LPN circuit and its
modulation by SP. The results contribute to our understanding of mammalian visual
pathways and mechanisms to manipUlate thalamic synaptic efficacy which could be used
to modify abnormal thalamic activity patterns. In addition, the data collected could have
a broader impact because the design of the tecto-LPN circuit and the function of its
components are likely common to other areas of the central nervous system.
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CHAPTER II
SYNAPTIC ORGANIZATION OF THE TECTORECIPIENT ZONE OF
THE RAT LATERAL POSTERIOR NUCLEUS

Published: Masterson SP, Li J, Bickford ME. J Comp NeuroI515:647-663.2009

Abstract
Dorsal thalamic nuclei have been categorized as either "first order" nuclei that gate the
transfer of relatively unaltered signals from the periphery to the cortex, or "higher order"
nuclei that transfer signals from one cortical area to another. To classify the tectorecipient
lateral posterior (LPN), we examined the synaptic organization of tracer-labeled cortical
and tectal terminals, and terminals labeled with antibodies against the type 1 and type 2
vesicular glutamate transporters (vGLUTl and vGLUT2) within the caudaillateral LPN
of the rat. Within this zone, we found that all tracer-labeled cortical terminals, as well as
vGLUTl antibody-labeled terminals, are small profiles with round vesicles (RS profiles)
that innervate small caliber dendrites. Tracer-labeled tecto-LPN terminals, as well as
vGLUT2 antibody-labeled terminals, were medium-sized profiles with round vesicles
(RM profiles). Tecto-LPN terminals were significantly larger than cortico-LPN terminals,
and contacted significantly larger dendrites. These results indicate that within the
tectorecipient zone of the rat LPN, cortical terminals are located distal to tectal terminals,
and that vGLUT I and vGLUT2 antibodies may be used as markers for cortical and tectal
terminals respectively. Finally, comparisons of the synaptic patterns formed by tracer-
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labeled terminals with those of vGLUT antibody-labeled terminals suggest that individual
LPN neurons receive input from multiple cortical and tectal axons. We suggest that the
tectorecipient LPN constitutes a third category of thalamic nucleus ("second order") that
integrates convergent tectal and cortical inputs. This organization may function to signal
the movement of novel or threatening objects moving across the visual field.

Introduction
Recent studies suggest that nuclei of the dorsal thalamus fall into two general
categories. First order nuclei, such as the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN),
receive ascending sensory input (e.g. from the retina) that drives neuronal response
properties, and feedback input from cortical layer VI that modulates these responses
(Guillery, 1995; Sherman and Guillery, 1998). In contrast, higher order nuclei receive
little ascending sensory input, and are innervated by cortical cells located in both layers V
and VI. Anatomical and physiological studies suggest that within higher order nuclei, the
function of the ascending sensory input is supplanted by inputs from cortical layer V
(Ogren and Hendrickson, 1979; Vidnyanszky et aI., 1996; Feig and Harting, 1998;
Bartlett et aI., 2000; Li et aI., 2003a; Li et aI., 2003c; Reichova and Sherman, 2004;
Baldauf et aI., 2005), and that this cortically driven circuitry may be involved in
corticocortical communication rather than the relay of ascending sensory signals
(Guillery, 1995; Sherman and Guillery, 2002).
Previous studies indicate that the rostral regions of the rat lateral posterior nucleus
(LPN) can be considered higher order. This region receives few ascending inputs and is
innervated by two types of cortical terminals that resemble either corti co geniculate
terminals (type I), or retinogeniculate terminals (type II) (Bourassa and Deschenes, 1995;
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Li et aI., 2003a). In addition, stimulation of cortical inputs to the rostral LPN elicits two
types of excitatory postsynaptic responses (EPSPs). Type I responses facilitate with
increasing stimulation frequency (Li et aI., 2003b), similar to corticogeniculate EPSPs
(Lindstrom and Wrobel, 1990; Turner and Salt, 1998; von Krosigk et aI., 1999; Granseth
et aI., 2002), while type II responses depress with increasing stimulation frequency (Li et
aI., 2003a), similar to retinogeniculate responses (Turner and Salt, 1998; Chen et aI.,
2002; Chen and Regehr, 2003). Thus, it appears that the rostral LPN should be
considered higher order in that the morphology and physiology of synaptic terminals that
originate from cortical layer 5 are quite similar to the ascending sensory inputs of first
order nuclei.
However, a third category may be necessary to describe the organization of
thalamic regions that receive input from the superior colliculus (SC). Recent studies of
the primate mediodorsal nucleus indicate that inputs from the SC can significantly impact
thalamic and cortical activity patterns (Wurtz and Sommer, 2004) yet, where examined,
tectothalamic terminals form unique synaptic arrangements that do not fall into driver or
modulator categories (Mathers, 1971; Partlow et al., 1977; Crain and Hall, 1980; Ling et
aI., 1997; Kelly et aI., 2003; Chomsung et aI., 2008). Furthermore, we previously found
that the membrane properties and responses to stimulation of cortical fibers recorded
within the caudal LPN of the rat are distinct from those recorded in the rostral LPN (Li et
aI., 2003b; Li et aI., 2003c).
The unique response properties we recorded in the caudal LPN were likely
located in the tecto recipient zone of the LPN (Mason and Groos, 1981; Mooney et aI.,
1984; Takahashi, 1985; Hilbig et aI., 2000). However, it is difficult to accurately relate
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our physiological findings to LPN input zones because precise histological markers for
LPN subdivisions are lacking. In addition, the synaptic organization of tecto-LP terminals
and their relation to cortico-LP terminals has not previously been examined. Therefore, in
preparation for further in vitro studies of the rat LPN, we have characterized the
tectorecipient zone of the rat LPN using histochemical markers, tract tracing and electron
mICroscopy.
Methods
A total of 19 hooded rats were used for these experiments. Five rats received
injections of Fluorogold (FG, Fluorochrome LLC, Denver, CO) in the LPN to label
corticothalamic and tecto thalamic cells by retrograde transport. Four rats received
injections of biotinylated dextran amine (BDA, 3,000 MW; Molecular Probes, Eugene,
OR) in the visual cortex to label corticothalamic terminals by anterograde transport.
Three rats received injections of phaseolus vulgaris leucoagglutinin (PHAL, Vector
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) in the SC to label tectothalamic terminals by anterograde
transport. Brains from an additional 4 rats were used for the immunocytochemical
localization of the type 1 and type 2 vesicular glutamate transporters (vGLUT 1 and
vGLUT2). Finally, 3 rats received injections of ibotenic acid (MP Biomedicals, Aurora,
OH) in the SC to determine whether vGLUT 1 or vGLUT2 staining of the LPN was
diminished after the destruction of tectothalamic cells. All procedures conformed to the
National Institutes of Health guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals and
were approved by the University of Louisville Animal Care and Use Committee.

Tract tracing
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The rats were anesthetized with intraperitoneal injections of sodium pentobarbital
(initially 50mg/kg, with supplements injected as needed to maintain anesthesia) or
intramuscular injections of ketamine and xylazine (initially 100 mg/kg and 6.7 mg/kg
respectively, with supplements to maintain anesthesia). They were placed in a stereotaxic
apparatus and prepared for aseptic surgery. BDA (5% in saline) PHAL (2.5% in water),
or FG (10% in saline) were injected through a glass micropipette (20-30 !-lm tip diameter)
using 5 !-lA of continuous positive current for 10-20 minutes. 2!-lL of ibotentic acid (2%
in saline) was ejected from a glass micropipette (10-20 !-lm tip diameter) using a PV830
pneumatic PicoPump (WPI, Sarasota, FL). After a survival time of one week, the rats
were perfused transcardially with artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) or Tyrode solution
followed by a fixative solution of 4 % paraformaldehyde, or 2.5-3% paraformaldehyde
and 1-1.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4 (PB).
The brain was removed from the skull, and the thalamus was sectioned to a
thickness of 50 !-lm using a vibratome and placed in PB. The transported FG was
revealed by incubating sections overnight at 4°C in the goat anti-FG antibody diluted
1: 10,000. The next day the sections were incubated one hour in a biotinylated rabbit antigoat antibody (Vector) diluted 1: 100, followed by 2 hours in a solution containing a
complex of avidin and biotinylated horseradish peroxidase (ABC). The transported
PHAL was revealed by incubating sections overnight at 4°C in the biotinylated goat antiPHAL antibody diluted 1:200, followed by 2 hours in ABC. The transported BDA was
revealed by incubating sections overnight at 4°C in ABC solution. Sections containing
FG, PHAL or BDA were subsequently reacted with nickel intensified diaminobenzidine
(DAB) for five to 10 minutes, and washed in PB. Sections were then mounted on slides
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for light microscopic examination, or prepared for electron microscopy. Light level
photographs were taken using a digitizing camera (Spot RT, Diagnostic Instruments
Incorporated, Sterling Heights, MI), and terminal distributions were plotted using a
Neurolucida system.

Antibody characterization
The antibodies used in this study are listed in Table 1. Preabsorption of the type 1
and type 2 vesicular glutamate transporter (vGLUTl and vGLUT2) antiserums with their
corresponding immunogen peptides (Chemicon catalogue #AG208 and AG209; 1 IAg/ml
immunogen peptide added to the diluted antibody) eliminated all terminal staining in
tissue sections containing the thalamus and cortex (mouse, rat, tree shrew and cat tissue
perfusion fixed with 4 % paraformaldehyde, or 2% paraformaldehyde and 2%
glutaraldehyde for previous studies). Western blot of rat cerebral cortex tissue with the
vGLUTl antibody reveals a single band at approximately 60kDa (Melone et aI., 2005).
Using the vGLUTl antibody, the thalamic staining pattern we obtained was similar to
that obtained in rat by Kaneko and Fujiyama (2002). Western blot of cultured astrocytes
from rat visual cortex with the vGLTU2 antibody reveals a single band at approximately
62kDa (Montana et aI., 2004). The vGLUT2 antibody stains terminals in the
tectorecipient zones of the tree shrew pulvinar nucleus (Chomsung et aI., 2008). As
described in the results section, the vGLUT2 antibody revealed a similar pattern in rat
tissue.
The gamma amino butyric acid (GAB A) antibody shows positive binding with
GABA and GABA-keyhole limpet hemocyanin, but not BSA, in dot blot assays
(manufacturer's product information). In rat tissue, the GABA antibody stains most
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neurons in the thalamic reticular nucleus and a subset of neurons in the dorsal thalamus.
This labeling pattern is consistent with other GABAergic markers used in a variety of
species (Houser et aI., 1980; Oertel et aI., 1983; Fitzpatrick et aI., 1984; Montero and
Singer, 1984, 1985; de Biasi et aI., 1986; Rinvik et aI., 1987).
All Fluoro-Gold antibody binding was confined to cells that contained FluoroGold (as determined by their fluorescence under ultraviolet illumination). Staining with
the PHAL antibody was restricted to injection sites in the SC, and axons and terminals in
the pretectum and LPN.

Vesicular glutamate transporter immunohistochemistry
Sections through the caudal LPN were stained with antibodies vGLUT 1 or
vGLUT2. 4 rats were perfused transcardially with ACSF followed by a fixative solution
of 4% paraformaldehyde, or 2% paraformaldehyde and 2% glutaraldehyde in PB. The
brains were removed and 50)lm thick parasagittal sections were cut on a vibratome and
collected in PB. The sections were incubated overnight in a 1: 10,000 dilution of either
the guinea pig anti-vGLUT 1 or guinea pig anti-vGLUT2 antibodies. The following day
the sections were incubated in a 1: 100 dilution of a biotinylated goat-anti guinea pig
antibody (Vector) for 1 hour, followed by incubation in ABC (Vector) for 1 hour, and a
reaction with nickel enhanced DAB.

Electron microscopy
Sections were postfixed in 2% osmium tetroxide in PB for 1 hour and then
dehydrated through a graded series of ethyl alcohol (70%-100%) and embedded in
Durcupan resin (Ted Pella, Redding, CA) between sheets of Aclar plastic (Ladd
Industries Inc., Burlington, VT). A light microscope was used to identify areas of interest
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which were excised and mounted on resin blocks. A diamond knife was used to cut
ultrathin sections which were placed on Formvar-coated nickel slot grids. Selected
sections that contained tracer labeled terminals were additionally stained for GABA using
previously described postembedding immunocytochemical techniques (Li et aI., 2003c).
Briefly, we used a rabbit polyclonal antibody against GABA at a dilution of 1:5001:2000, and a goat-anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to 15 nm gold particles at a dilution of 1:25
(Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL) to reveal the distribution of GABA. All sections were
air dried and stained with a 10% solution of uranyl acetate in methanol for 30 minutes
before examination with an electron microscope. Labeled terminals involved in synaptic
contacts were photographed, or digitally captured, and the size of the pre- and
postsynaptic profiles were measured (SigmaScan software; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).
Profiles were considered GABA-positive if the density of gold particles overlying them
exceeded that found in 95% of small profiles with round vesicles. Profile measurements
are expressed as means ± SD. Statistical significance was tested using an unpaired T-test.

Computer Generated Figures
Light level photographs were taken using a digitizing camera (Spot RT;
Diagnostic Instruments Inc., Sterling Heights, MI). Electron microscopic images were
taken using a digitizing camera (SIA-7C; SIA, Duluth, GA) or negatives, which were
subsequently scanned and digitized (SprintScan 45i; Polaroid, Waltham, MA). A
Neurolucida system (MicroBrightField, Inc., Williston, VT) was used to plot the
distribution of labeled cells and terminals, and the figures were composed using
Photoshop software (Adobe Systems Inc, San Jose, CA). Photoshop software was also
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used to adjust the brightness and contrast to optimize the images, and in some cases the
images were inverted (Figure 2) or sharpened (Figure 13).

Results
Distribution and morphology oftectal and cortical inputs to the LPN
As illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, FG injections in the caudal LPN labeled a dense
band of cells in the lower stratum griseum superficiale (SGS) and stratum opticum (SO)
of the SC, and a dense cluster of cells in the caudal, lateral cortex, a region corresponding
to V2 (Paxinos and Watson, 2007). The majority of cortical cells were distributed in layer
VI, but a sparser band of labeled cells was also present in layer V. The labeled corticoLPN cells, and the vast majority of labeled tecto-LPN cells, were distributed ipsilateral to
the injections. As illustrated in Figure 3, PHAL injections into the SGS and SO of the
superior colliculus labeled terminals in the caudaillateral regions of the LPN, as well as
the pretectum (PT).
As illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, injections of BDA into the lateral cortex (which
contained the densest distribution of labeled cells following caudal LPN FG injections)
labeled terminals in the LPN, laterodorsal nucleus (LDN), pretectum (PT) and Sc. BDA
injections into the lateral cortex also labeled cells in the LPN and LDN (by retrograde
transport), but for clarity, they are not illustrated. Figure 6 illustrates that injections of
BDA in more medial regions of the cortex labeled many terminals in the LDN, LPN, PT,
SC, dLGN and vLGN, but very few terminals in the caudal tectorecipient zone of the
LPN. This suggests that the caudal LPN FG injections labeled cells in the more medial
regions of the cortex via uptake by fibers of passage.
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Figure 7 illustrates the morphology of tecto-LPN and cortico-LPN terminals.
Terminals labeled by the anterograde transport of BDA injected into the cortex exhibited
two morphologies. The most common type of corticothalamic axon (type I, illustrated in
Figure 7A) was thin and gave rise to sparsely distributed small boutons. Occasional en
passant boutons were observed, but the most common arrangement was a single bouton at
the end of a short axon side branch ("drumstick" ending). More rarely, type II axons
(illustrated in Figure 7B) were observed. These were thicker axons that gave rise to large
boutons in discrete clusters. As illustrated in Figure 4, type I corticothalamic terminals
were distributed throughout the LPN, but type II terminals (Figure 5) were primarily
confined to the rostral LPN.
The morphology of terminals labeled by the anterograde transport of PHAL
injected into the SC was different than that of either type I or type II cortical terminals.
Tecto-LPN boutons were of medium size and often form distinct tubular clusters
(illustrated in Figure 7C). Comparison of the distribution of tecto-LPN terminals (Figure
3) to that of cortico-LPN terminals, reveals that the tectal terminal field partially overlaps
the distribution of type I terminals (Figure 4), but has virtually no overlap with type II
cortical terminals (Figure 5).

Synaptic organization of tecto-LPN terminals
To characterize the synaptic organization of tracer-labeled tecto-LPN terminals,
we analyzed electron micrographs of 100 PHAL-labeled terminals involved in synapses
by measuring the size of the stained terminals and their postsynaptic partners. The
PHAL-labeled terminals were of medium size (0.71 ± 0.32 Ilm2), in other words larger
than our previous measurements of type I cortical terminals in the LPN (0.34 ± 0.11 Ilm2;
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Li et aI., 2003b), but smaller than our previous measurements of type II cortical terminals
in the LPN (2.72 ± 1.27 Jlm 2 ; Li et aI., 2003b). Thus the previous nomenclature ofRM
(for medium sized terminals that contain round vesicles; Robson and Hall, 1977) is an
appropriate classification of rat tecto-LPN terminals.
As illustrated in Figure 8, PHAL-labeled tecto-LPN terminals contacted relatively
large caliber dendrites (minimum diameter 0.98 Jlm ± 0.30 Jlm; n=100). Frequently,
several labeled terminals were observed surrounding one dendrite. Using GABA
postembedding immunocytochemical techniques, we additionally analyzed the gold
particle density overlying 98 tracer labeled terminals and their postsynaptic targets. We
found 91 % (89/98) of the terminals contacted GABA-negative dendritic shafts (Figure 8
A-E), and 9% (9/98) of the terminals contacted GABA-positive dendrites that contained
vesicles (F2 profiles; Figure 8A). In addition, all 98 PHAL-labeled terminals were found
to be GABA-negative.

Synaptic organization of corticothalamic terminals in the tecto-recipient LPN
To characterize the synaptic organization of tracer-labeled cortico-LPN terminals,
we analyzed electron micrographs of BDA-Iabeled terminals in the tectorecipient zone of
the LPN. We photographed 100 labeled terminals involved in synapses by measuring the
size of the stained terminals and their postsynaptic partners. The BDA-Iabeled terminals
were of small size (0.27 ± 0.12 Jlm\ similar to our previous measurements of type I
cortical terminals throughout the LPN (0.34 ± 0.11 Jlm2 ; Li et aI., 2003b). Thus, all
cortical terminals in the tectorecipient LPN can be classified as RS profiles (small
terminals that contain round vesicles).
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As illustrated in Figure 9, BDA-labeled cartico-LPN terminals contacted
relatively small caliber dendrites (minimum diameter 0.65 llm ± 0.18 llm; n= 100).
Multiple labeled terminals were not observed to contact single dendrites. However,
multiple unlabeled RS profiles frequently contacted dendrites that were postsynaptic to
labeled cortico-LPN terminals (Figure 9 A-C). Using GABA postembedding
immunocytochemical techniques, we additionally analyzed the gold particle density
overlying 100 tracer labeled terminals and their postsynaptic targets. We found 98%
(98/100) of the terminals contacted GABA-negative dendritic shafts (Figure 9 A-E), and
2% (21100) contacted GABA-positive dendrites. In addition, all 100 BDA-labeled
terminals were found to be GABA-negative.

Distribution ofvGLUTland vGLUT2 in the LPN
Figure 10 illustrates the thalamic staining patterns obtained with antibodies
against vGLUTI or vGLUT2. Terminals stained with the vGLUTI antibody were
densely distributed throughout the entire thalamus, but terminals stained with the
vGLUT2 antibody were most densely distributed in the caudal and lateral LPN,
overlapping the distribution of tecto-LPN terminals (Figure 3). To determine whether
vGLUT2 can be considered a marker for tectal terminals, we injected ibotenic acid into
the SC to destroy tecto-LPN cells and then stained the LPN for vGLUT2. As illustrated in
Figure 11, vGLUT2 staining was still present in the tectorecipient zone of the
contralateral LPN, but was greatly diminished in the ipsilateral LPN. In contrast,
vGLUTI staining was unchanged. This suggests that tecto-LPN terminals contain
vGLUT2, but not vGLUT 1.
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Synaptic organization ofvGLUTl- and vGLUT2-stained terminals
To compare the synaptic contacts made by tectal and cortical terminals in the
caudaillateral LPN to those made by vGLUT 1 and vGLUT2 stained terminals, we
examined tissue stained for vGLUT 1 or vGLUT2 using an electron microscope.
Examples are illustrated in Figures 12 and 13. We photographed 200 stained terminals
involved in synapses (100 stained for vGLUTI and 100 stained for vGLUT2) and
measured the size of the stained terminals and their postsynaptic partners. As illustrated
2

in Figure 14, vGLUTI-stained terminals were smaller (0.33 ± 0.17)lm ) than vGLUT2stained terminals (0.63 ± 0.29)lm2 ), and this difference was significant (P<O.OOI). In
addition, the average minimum diameter of dendrites postsynaptic to vGLUTI terminals
(0.62)lm ± 0.14 )lm) was smaller than the average minimum diameter of dendrites

postsynaptic to vGLUT2 terminals (0.89 )lm ± 0.25 )lm), and this difference was
significant (p<0.001).
There was no significant difference between the size of the tecto-LPN terminals
labeled by anterograde transport and the size of the vGLUT2-stained terminals (P>0.05),
nor was there a significant difference between the sizes of the dendrites they contacted
(P>0.05). However, there was a slight difference between the size of cortico-LPN
terminals labeled by anterograde transport and the size of vGLUTl-stained terminals
(P=0.04), although there was no significant difference between the size of the dendrites
they contacted (p>0.05).
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Discussion

The tectorecipient LPN: "second order" nucleus
Our results indicate that tectal terminals innervate the caudal and lateral LPN, as
previously described (Mason and Groos, 1981; Takahashi, 1985), where they form
clusters that surround and contact relatively large caliber, nonGABAergic, projection cell
dendrites. These observations correlate well with previous anatomical studies of
tectothalamic terminals in a variety of other species. Robson and Hall (1977) first
described tectothalamic terminals in the grey squirrel pulvinar nucleus as RM profiles,
and illustrated the manner in which they encircle relatively large caliber dendrites.
Similar patterns have also been observed in the squirrel monkey (Mathers, 1971), Rhesus
monkey (Partlow et aI., 1977), hamster (Crain and Hall, 1980; Ling et aI., 1997), cat
(Kelly et aI., 2003), and tree shrew (Chomsung et aI., 2008).
Our results also indicate that in the caudaillateral LPN, cortical terminals are
small profiles that contact relatively small caliber projection cell dendrites. The size and
synaptic location of these terminals suggests that the majority of cortical input to the
tectorecipient zones of the LPN arises from layer VI (Bourassa and Deschenes, 1995). In
fact, most cells labeled by the retrograde transport of FG injected into the caudal LPN
were located in layer VI. However, caudal LPN injections additionally labeled cells in
layer V. It seems most likely that, in addition to cortico-LPN cells, our injections labeled
corticotectal cells; the axons of corticotectal cells pass through the brachium of the
superior colliculus, which was included in most of our injection sites (Figure 2A). The
fact that our caudal LPN FG injections labeled cells in both layers V and VI of medial
cortical regions that do not project to the tectorecipient LPN (Figure 6) also indicates that
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FG was taken up by fibers of passage. Alternatively, layer V cells do innervate the
caudal LPN, but their axons do not display the type II morphology typically associated
with layer V corticothalamic cells (Bourassa and Deschenes, 1995). In either case, we can
conclude that cortical terminals are located distal to tectal terminals in the caudal LPN.
Similar results have been described in the tectorecipient thalamus of the squirrel monkey
(Mathers, 1972), grey squirrel (Robson and Hall, 1977), cat (Li et aI., 2000) and tree
shrew (Chomsung et aI., 2007). Together, these results indicate that the organization of
thalamic nuclei innervated by the retinorecipient layers of the SC is different from that
observed in either first order or higher order nuclei (summarized in Figure 13).
The organization of the tectorecipient LPN, which we will refer to as a "second
order" nucleus, is unique not only because tectal terminals form distinctive tubular
clusters, but also because the SC is innervated by the same cortical areas that are targeted
by the LPN. Although the precise nature of the signals transmitted by tectothalamic cells
is still unclear, their location within the SC suggests that their response properties are
created by converging retinal and visual cortical inputs. Thus, caudal LPN activity is
influenced directly by layer VI corticothalamic projections, and may be indirectly
influenced by layer V corticotectal projections as well. This organization is clearly
different from the dLGN, which is innervated directly by retinal ganglion cells, or the
rostral LPN which receives little ascending input and is innervated directly by cortical
layer V (Bourassa and Deschenes, 1995). It is also clear that tectal inputs do not drive the
response properties of LPN cells in a manner similar to retinal inputs to the dLGN. While
the response properties of geniculocortical cells are almost identical to the retinal cells
that innervate them (Cleland et aI., 1971), the receptive fields oftectorecipient LPN cells
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are much larger than those recorded in the superficial layers of the SC (Chalupa et aI.,
1983).

vGLUTl and vGLUT2: markers for corticothalamic and tectothalamic terminals
We found that terminals stained with a vGLUT2 antibody are concentrated in the
caudaillateral LPN, where we found tectothalamic terminals labeled by anterograde
transport. Furthermore, lesions of the SC diminished vGLUT2 staining (but not vGLUTI
staining), in the caudaillateral LPN. Finally, we found no significant difference between
the sizes of vGLUT2 stained terminals and tecto-LPN terminals labeled with PHAL, or
between the sizes of their postsynaptic dendrites. Together, these results strongly suggest
that vGLUT2 is contained within tectothalamic terminals. Tectothalamic terminals in the
tree shrew also appear to contain vGLUT2 (Chomsung et aI., 2008).
Previous studies have suggested that vGLUT 1 can be used as a marker for
corticothalamic terminals because vGLUT I mRNA is found only in the cortex, while
vGLUT2 mRNA is found only in subcortical cells (Fremeau et aI., 2001; Herzog et aI.,
2001; Kaneko and Fujiyama, 2002). In addition, vGLUTI stained terminals are very
densely distributed throughout the thalamus, which correlates well with the fact that the
majority of terminals in the thalamus are of cortical origin (Erisir et aI., 1997). Finally,
although we found a slight difference between the sizes of vGLUT 1 stained terminals and
cortico-LPN terminals labeled with BDA, the majority of the vGLUTI stained terminals
and BDA stained terminals were similar in size. Together, these results suggest that
vGLUTI is contained within corticothalamic terminals, but might also be expressed in a
small population of terminals of subcortical origin.
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Functional considerations
Robson and Hall (1977) suggested that the clustered arrangements of synaptic
terminals in the tectorecipient zone of the grey squirrel pulvinar nucleus allow axons
from different areas to converge on single dendrites. This was based on the fact that few
terminals in anyone cluster degenerated following large lesions of the

sc. Similarly, we

found that only one or two terminals contacting anyone dendrite were labeled by
anterograde transport following relatively large injections of PHAL in the

sc. In contrast,

in material labeled with the vGLUT2 antibody, dendrites were often surrounded by
multiple labeled terminals. This suggests that terminals from many tectal axons converge
on single dendrites.
This organization is similar to that observed in the pulvinar nucleus of the tree
shrew, where we also observed that multiple tectal terminals converge on single dendrites
(Chomsung et aI., 2008). In the tree shrew, two tectorecipient zones have been identified
in the dorsal (Pd) and central (Pc) subdivions of the pulvinar nucleus (Luppino et ai.,
1988; Lyon et aI., 2003). We concluded that both the Pd and Pc receive topographic
(specific) projections from the SC, and the Pd receives additional nontopographic
(diffuse) projections, possibly arising from convergent axon collaterals (Chomsung et aI.,
2008).
For this study, the goal of our FG injections was to label all of the inputs to the
tectorecipient zone of the LPN. Therefore, we are unable to address the topography of rat
tecto-LPN projections. However, a previous study in the hamster concluded that there is a
large degree of convergence in the rodent tecto-LPN pathway (Mooney et aI., 1984).
Thus the available results suggests that individual LPN neurons can be innervated by
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multiple tectal axons, and each tectal axon can make multiple synaptic connections with
LPN cells via dense terminal clusters (Ling et aI., 1997; current study Figure 7C).
Our comparison of BDA-Iabeled cortico-LPN terminals to vGLUTI-labeled
terminals also indicates that multiple cortical axons converge to innervate single cells.
This is further supported by our in vitro physiological studies. In the caudal LPN, the
amplitude of corticothalamic EPSPs gradually increased with increased stimulation
currents, suggesting the recruitment of multiple convergent axons (Li et aI., 2003a).
Together, our results indicate that cells in the tectorecipient LPN receive input from
multiple tectal axons on their proximal dendrites, and input from multiple cortical axons
on their distal dendrites. Thus, as opposed to the dLGN, where small receptive fields are
preserved by restricted retinogeniculate innervation (Cleland et aI., 1971), and enhanced
by inhibitory circuitry (Hirsch, 2003), the tectorecipient LPN appears to be organized to
expand receptive fields (although tectal contacts on interneurons may provide filtering).
In the deep layers of the cat SC, the responses of output cells have been shown to be
enhanced by converging visual, auditory and somatosensory signals (Rowland et aI.,
2007). However, this integration is blocked by cooling of the anterior ectosylvian sulcus
(Alvarado et aI., 2007), which forms a loop with the SC via connections in the
suprageniculate nucleus (Norita and Katoh, 1986; McHaffie et aI., 1988; Harting et aI.,
1992; Benedek et aI., 1996). The connections of the tectorecipient LPN may perform a
similar function. The relatively large receptive fields of the SC and tectorecipient zones
of the thalamus may function to enhance activity related to novel or threatening objects
moving across the visual field (Krout et aI., 2001).
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Figure 1.
Following an iontophoretic injection of fluorogold (indicated in black) in the lateral
posterior nucleus (LPN), cells labeled by retrograde transport are primarily distributed in
the visual cortex (layers V and VI) and the superior colliculus (SC). Each labeled cell is
indicated by a black dot in the series of parasagittal sections arranged from lateral (A) to
medial (F). Scale bar = 1 mm and applies to all sections. IC, inferior colliculus.
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Figure 2.
Following an ionotophoretic injection of fluorogold in the lateral posterior nucleus
(LPN, panel A), cells labeled by retrograde transport in the superior colliculus (B, shown
at higher magnification in panel D) are primarily distributed in the stratum opticum (SO)
and lower stratum grisem superfiale (SOS). Cells labeled by retrograde transport in the
visual cortex (C) are primarily distributed in layer VI (shown at higher magnification in
panel E), but a smaller band of labeled cells is present in layer V. BSC, brachium of the
superior colliculus, PT, pretectum, SOl, stratum griseum intermediale, STR, superior
thalamic radiation. Scale bar in C

= 300 !lm and applies to A and B. Scale bars in D and

E = 50 !lm.
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Figure 3.

Following an iontophoretic injection of phaseolus leucoagglutinin in the superior
colliculus (SC, indicated in black), terminals labeled by anterograde transport are
primarily distributed in pretectum (PT) and the caudaillateral regions of the lateral
posterior nucleus (LPN). The black dots indicate the relative distribution of labeled
terminals in the series of parasagittal sections arranged from lateral (A) to medial (F).
Scale bar = 1 mm and applies to all sections. IC, inferior colliculus.
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Figure 4.
Following an iontophoretic injection of biotinylated dextran amine in the lateral visual
cortex, type I terminals labeled by anterograde transport are distributed throughout the
lateral posterior nucleus (LPN), including the caudal tectorecipient zone. The black dots
indicate the relative distribution of labeled type I terminals in the series of parasagittal
sections arranged from lateral (A) to medial (F). Terminals are also labeled in the
laterodorsal nucleus (LDN), pretectum (PT) and superior colliculus (SC). Scale bar = 1
mm and applies to all sections. Ie, inferior colliculus.
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Figure 5.
Following an iontophoretic injection of biotinylated dextran amine in the lateral visual
cortex (same injection as that illustrated in Figure 4), type II terminals labeled by
anterograde transport are distributed primarily in the rostral lateral posterior nucleus
(LPN) and laterodorsal nucleus (LDN). The black dots indicate the relative distribution of
labeled type II terminals in the series of parasagittal sections arranged from lateral (A) to
medial (F). Scale bar = 1 mm and applies to all sections. IC, inferior colliculus, PT,
pretectum, SC, superior colliculus.
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Figure 6.

Following a syringe injection of biotinylated dextran amine in the medial visual cortex,
terminals labeled by anterograde transport are distributed in the rostral lateral posterior
nucleus (LPN) and laterodorsal nucleus (LDN), but do not extend into the caudal,
tectorecipient LPN. The black dots indicate the relative distribution of labeled terminals
in the series of parasagittal sections arranged from lateral (A) to medial (D). Labeled
terminals are also distributed in the dorsal and ventral lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN,
vLGN), as well as pretectum (PT), and superior colliculus (SC). Scale bar = 1 mm and
applies to all sections. IC, inferior colliculus.
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Figure 7.
Three terminal types were identified in the lateral posterior nucleus. Terminals labeled by
the anterograde transport of biotinylated dextran amine injected into the cortex exhibited
two morphologies. Type 1 terminals (A) are small boutons that are sparsely distributed
along relatively thin axons. Type II terminals (B) are large boutons that emanate from
thick axons and form discrete clusters. Terminals labeled by the anterograde transport of
phaseolus leucoagglutinin injected into the superior colliculus (C) form tubular clusters
of medium sized boutons. Scale bar = 20 !Am and applies to all panels.
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Figure 8.

Terminals in the caudal lateral posterior nucleus labeled by the anterograde transport of
phaseolus leucoagglutinin injected into the superior colliculus are nonGABAergic (low
density of gold particles) and primarily contact (white arrows) nonGABAergic dendrites
of relatively large caliber (A-E). Occasional contacts on GABAergic profiles (+) were
observed (panel A). Many dendrites received input from multiple labeled terminals (A,
C-E). Scale bar = 1 !lm and applies to all panels.
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Figure 9.
Terminals in the caudal lateral posterior nucleus labeled by the anterograde transport of
biotinylated dextran amine injected into the cortex are small and primarily contact (white
arrows) nonGABAergic (low density of gold particles) dendrites of relatively small
caliber (A-C). Scale bar = 0.5

~m

and applies to all panels.
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Figure 10.

The caudal part of the lateral posterior nucleus (LPN) stains densely for both the type 1
and type 2 vesicular glutamate transporters (vGLUTl and vGLUT2). A) The boundaries
of the LPN are illustrated in adjacent sections stained for vGLUTl (white dots) and
vGLUT2 (black dots). Scale bar = 1 mm. IC, inferior colliculus, SC superior colliculus.
B) Within the LPN, vGLUT2-stained terminals are confined to the caudal LPN, defining
the tectorecipient zone (small black dots). vGLUT2-stained terminals are also distributed
in the nucleus of the optic tract (NOT). Scale bar = 500

~m

and also applies to C. C)

Terminals stained for vGLUTl are densely distributed throughout the LPN (large white
dots), but are relatively sparsely distributed in the NOT and anterior pretectal nucleus
(APN). Therefore vGLUTl staining delineates the caudal border of the LPN. The
location of the tectorecipient zone of the LPN is indicated with small white dots.
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Figure 11.
Immunocytochemical staining for the type 2 vesicular glutamate transporter (vGLUT2) is
decreased in the lateral posterior nucleus (LPN) following superior colliculus (SC)
lesions. A) An ibotenic acid lesion of the SC is illustrated in a section stained with an
antibody against NeuN. B) Contralateral to the SC lesion illustrated in A, vGLUT2
staining is present in the caudal LPN. C) Ipsilateral to the SC lesion illustrated in A,
vGLUT2 staining is diminished. Scale bar = 500 !-tm and applies to all panels.
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Figure 12.
Terminals in the caudal lateral posterior nucleus labeled with an antibody against the type
1 vesicular glutamate transporter are small and primarily contact (white arrows)
nonGABAergic (low density of gold particles) dendrites of relatively small caliber (A-F).
Many dendrites are surrounded by multiple labeled terminals (D-F), and labeled terminals
form multiple contacts on single dendrites (E). Scale bar =0.5 !Am and applies to all
panels.
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Figure 13.
Terminals in the caudal lateral posterior nucleus against the type 2 vesicular
glutamate transporter surround and make multiple contacts (white arrows) with
nonGABAergic dendrites (low density of gold particles) of relatively large caliber (A-C).
Occasional contacts with GABAergic profiles (+) are observed (panel C). Scale = 1 !-tm
and applies to all panels.
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Figure 14.

In the tectorecipient regions of the lateral posterior nucleus, terminals labeled via tracer
injections in the superior colliculus (tectal) are larger than terminals labeled via tracer
injections in the cortex (cortical), and they contact larger dendrites. Similarly, terminals
labeled with an antibody against the type 2 vesicular glutamate transporter (vGLUT2) are
larger than terminals labeled with an antibody against the type 1 vesicular glutamate
transporter (vGLUTl), and vGLUT2-labeled terminals contact larger dendrites than
vGLUT I-labeled terminals. The histogram in A compares the areas of the 4 types of
labeled terminals, and the histogram in B compares the minimum diameters of their
postsynaptic dendrites.
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Summary of synaptic terminal morphology in the rat visual thalamus. Type I terminals
are small terminals that emanate from the relatively thin axons of layer VI
corticothalamic cells. At the ultrastructural level they are small terminals with round
vesicles that innervate distal dendrites (RS profiles). Type II terminals are large terminals
that emanate from the relatively thick axons of layer V corticothalamic cells, or from the
retina. At the ultrastructural level they are large terminals with round vesicles that
innervate more proximal dendrites (RL profiles). Tectothalamic terminals form
tubular clusters that surround proximal dendrites. At the ultrastructural level they are
medium sized terminals with round vesicles (RM profiles). See text for details.
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CHAPTER III
FREQUENCY·DEPENDENT RELEASE OF SUBSTANCE P MEDIATES
HETEROSYNAPTIC POTENTIATION OF GLUTAMATERGIC RESPONSES IN
THE RAT VISUAL THALAMUS

Published: Masterson SP, Li J, Bickford ME. J. Neurophysiology (in press)
Abstract

To investigate the interaction between peptides and glutamatergic synapses in the
dorsal thalamus, we compared the frequency-dependent plasticity of excitatory
postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in the tectorecipient zone of rodent lateral posterior
nucleus (LPN), which is densely innervated by axons that contain the neuromodulator
substance P (SP). Immunocytochemistry and confocal and electron microscopy revealed
that neurokinin 1 (NKl) receptors are distributed on the dendrites of LPN cells, while SP
is contained in axons originating from the superior colliculus (SC) and is reduced
following SC lesions. In vitro whole cell recordings in parasagittal slices revealed that
stimulation of the SC or optic radiations (CTX) evoked LPN EPSPs that increased in
amplitude with increasing stimulation intensity, suggesting convergence. With 0.5-lOHz
stimulus trains, CTX EPSP amplitudes displayed frequency-dependent facilitation, while
SC EPSP amplitudes were unchanged. High frequency SC stimulation (100Hz for 0.5
seconds), or bath application of SP, resulted in gradual increases in both SC and CTX
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EPSP amplitudes, which peaked 20 minutes post stimulation/application an
average of 2.5 (SC) and 2.0 (CTX) fold above baseline. This enhancement correlated
with increases in input resistance, and both the potentiation and resistance change were
abolished in the presence of the NKI antagonist L-703,606. These results indicate that SP
is released when SC-LPN neurons fire at high frequency, and SP acts postsynaptically via
NKI receptors to potentiate subsequent LPN responses to both cortical and tectal inputs.
We suggest that the SP-mediated potentiation of synaptic responses may serve to amplify
responses to threatening objects that move across large regions of the visual field.
Introduction
The efficacy of sensory information transfer through the dorsal thalamus is
subject to state-dependent fluctuations in the membrane properties of thalamic neurons
and their synaptic inputs (Sherman, 2001). A particularly robust transformation of
sensory signals is mediated by the frequency-dependent plasticity of glutamatergic
synapses. For example, the amplitudes of retinogeniculate excitatory postsynaptic
potentials (EPSPs) remain stable at low stimulation frequencies « 1 Hz), but decrease in
amplitude as the stimulation frequency is increased (2-20Hz; Turner and Salt, 1998, Chen
et ai., 2002, Chen and Regehr, 2003). In contrast, the amplitudes of corticogeniculate
EPSPs remain stable at low stimulation frequencies, but facilitate with increasing
stimulation frequency (Lindstrom and Wrobel, 1990, Turner and Salt, 1998, von Krosigk
et ai., 1999, Granseth et ai., 2002). Higher frequency stimulation (50-500Hz) of
corticogeniculate fibers activates metabotropic glutamate receptors, resulting in slow
EPSPs that can increase the membrane potential of geniculate neurons for 20 seconds or
more (McCormick and von Krosigk, 1992). Moreover, tetanic stimulation of
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corticothalamic fibers in the ventrobasal nucleus results in a long-term (1 hour or more)
potentiation of these synapses (Castro-Alamancos and Calcagnotto, 1999).
Further modulation of thalamic transmission is made possible by a rich network
of fibers that contain a wide variety of neuropeptides. However, while a number of
studies have demonstrated that the membrane properties of thalamic neurons can be
significantly altered by the exogenous application of neuropeptides (Cox et aI., 1997,
Sun et aI., 2002, Govindaiah and Cox, 2006, Lee and Cox, 2006, Brill et aI., 2007, Lee
and Cox, 2008; Paul and Cox, 2010), or by their release from intrinsic interneurons (Sun
et aI., 2003), little is known regarding the conditions under which neuropeptides are
released by extrinsic inputs to the thalamus, or their effects on neuronal responses to
conventional neurotransmitters. This is an important avenue of investigation because the
ability to manipulate thalamic synaptic efficacy could be used to modify abnormal
thalamic activity patterns that occur in conditions such as epilepsy or neuropathic pain.
In other areas of the brain, neuropeptides have been shown to amplify
glutamatergic postsynaptic responses. For example, in the spinal cord SP release from C
fibers is dependent on the frequency of their stimulation, and the binding of SP to
neurokinin 1 (NK 1) receptors results in the amplification of glutamatergic EPSPs
(Adelson et aI., 2009). To examine conditions that induce thalamic neuropeptide release
and subsequent effects on glutamatergic transmission, we examined the frequencydependency of corticothalamic and tectothalamic responses in the rat lateral posterior
nucleus (LPN). We previously demonstrated that within the tectorecipient zone of the
LPN cortical terminals (which contain the type 1 vesicular glutamate transporter,
vGLUTl) are located distal to tectal terminals (which contain the type 2 vesicular
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glutamate transporter, vGLUT2) on the dendrites of projection neurons (Masterson et aI.,
2009). The LPN is also densely innervated by fibers that contain SP, which likely arise
from the superior colliculus (SC; Hutsler and Chalupa, 1991). Thus the LPN provides a
model system to examine the interactions of peptides and glutamatergic synapses in the
thalamus. Our results demonstrate that substance P release from tecto-LPN axons is
frequency-dependent and, via binding to NK 1 receptors, can provide a sustained
potentiation of both tectal and cortical glutamatergic synaptic responses.

Methods
All procedures conformed to the National Institutes of Health guidelines for the
care and use of laboratory animals and were approved by the University of Louisville
Animal Care and Use Committee.

Tract tracing and lesions
Two adult Long Evans (hooded) rats received bilateral injections of biotinylated
dextran amine (BDA; Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA) in the SC, and 2 rats received
unilateral injections of ibotenic acid (Sigma Chemical Company, St Louis, MO) in the
Sc. The rats were anesthetized with intraperitoneal injections of ketamine (initially
75mg/kg) and xylazine (initially 8mg/kg), with supplements injected as needed to

maintain anesthesia. They were placed in a stereotaxic apparatus and prepared for aseptic
surgery. A small craniotomy was made above the SC and BDA (5% in saline, 5 fAI) or
ibotenic acid (Sigma Chemical Company, St Louis, MO, 10 fAI) was injected through a
glass micropipette (10 fAm tip diameter) using a PV83 pneumatic picopump (WPI,
Sarasota, FL). After a survival time of one week, the rats were transcardially perfused
with ACSF followed by a fixative solution of 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate
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buffer pH 7.4 (PB). The brain was removed from the skull, and a vibrato me was used to
cut sections in the parasagittal plane to a thickness of 50 !lm.

Histochemistry
To examine the distribution of SP and NKI in the LPN, 8 rats were deeply
anesthetized and transcardially perfused with ACSF followed by a fixative solution of 4%
paraformaldehyde or 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer pH 7.4 (PB). The brain was removed from the skull, and a vibrato me was used to
cut sections in the parasagittal plane to a thickness of 50 !lm. Sections from these rats, as
well as sections from rats that received ibotenic acid injections in the SC, were incubated
in either a rat-anti-SP antibody (Accurate Chemical Company, Westbury, NY) diluted
1:500 or a rabbit-anti-NKI antibody (Chemicon, Billerica, MA) diluted 1:4000 in O.OIM
phosphate buffer, 0.9% NaCl (PBS) and I % normal goat serum. The following day the
sections were rinsed in PB and incubated for 1 hour in biotinylated goat-anti-rat or
biotinylated-goat-anti-rabbit antibodies (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) diluted
1: 100. They were then incubated for an hour in a solution of 1: 100 dilution of avidin and
biotinylated-horseradish peroxidase (ABC solution), reacted with nickel-enhanced
diaminobenzidine, and mounted on slides or prepared for electron microscopy.
For electron microscopy, sections were postfixed in 2% osmium tetroxide in PB
for 1 hour and then dehydrated through a graded series of ethyl alcohol (70-100%) and
embedded in Durcupan resin (Ted Pella, Redding, CA) between sheets of Ac1ar plastic
(Ladd Industries Inc., Burlington, VT). A light microscope was used to identify areas of
interest, which were excised and mounted on resin blocks. A diamond knife was used to
cut ultrathin sections, which were placed on Formvar-coated nickel slot grids, air dried,
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and stained with a 10% solution of uranyl acetate in methanol for 30 minutes before
examination with an electron microscope. SP or NKI ~labeled profiles were digitally
captured and categorized based on ultrastructural features. The size of SP~stained profiles
was measured using SigmaS can software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Profile measurements
are expressed as mean ± SD. Statistical comparison to previous data (Masterson et ai.,
2009) was tested with an unpaired

t~test.

To determine whether tectothalamic terminals contain SP, sections from rats that
received SC BDA injections were incubated overnight at 4°C in a solution of streptavidin
conjugated to Alexa 546 (Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA) diluted 1: 100 and

rat~anti~SP

antibody (Accurate Chemical Company) diluted 1:250 in PBS and I % normal goat
serum. The following day the sections were rinsed in PB and incubated for 1 hour in a
goat~anti~rat

antibody conjugated to Alexa 488 diluted 1: 100. After rinsing in PB, the

sections were mounted on slides and viewed with a laser scanning confocal microscope
(Olympus, Center Valley, PA).

Preparation of LPN slices
Long Evans (hooded) rats of both sexes

(l6~45

days old) were anesthetized with

carbon dioxide and decapitated. The brains were hemisected and quickly transferred to a
cold (4°C) oxygenated cutting solution containing (in mM): sucrose 206; KCI2.5; CaCh
1; MgS04 1; MgCh 1; NaH 2P04 1.25; NaHC0 3 26; and d~glucose 10 at a pH of 7.4.
After the tissue was chilled for 3 minutes, parasagittal slices (400llm thick) were cut on a
vibratome (Leica VT 100E, Deerfield, IL) and placed back into cutting solution for 20
minutes. The slices were further trimmed into blocks with a razor blade to include the
SC, thalamus, and striatum. The slices were then transferred into oxygenated artificial
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cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing in (in mM): NaCI 124; KCI2.5; CaCh 2; MgS04
1; NaH 2 P04 26; and d-glucose 10, at a pH of 7.4.

Recording procedures
After 2 hours of incubation in oxygenated ACSF at 35°C, the slice was placed in a
temperature controlled recording chamber and maintained in an interface of warmed
(35°C) humidified air (95% O2 -5% CO 2) and ACSF. Bicuculline (lO/lM, Tocris,
Ellisville, MO) and CGP55845 (5!J,M, Tocris) were routinely included in the ACSF to
block GABA A and GAB As receptors. In certain experiments, CNQX (20/lM, Sigma
Chemical Company, St Louis, MO) and/or APV (25/lM, Sigma) were added to the ACSF
and bath applied to block AMPAJkainate and NMDA receptors respectively. In other
experiments substance P (2 /lM, Sigma) and/or the NK1 antagonist L703,606 (5 /lM,
Sigma) were added to the ACSF.
Borosilicate glass microelectrodes (tip resistance, 3.5-7.0 MO) were pulled
horizontally (P97, Sutter Instruments) and filled with a solution containing (in mM): Kgluconate 115, MgCh 2. ATP 3, GTP 0.3, HEPES 10, KCI 120 and phosphocreatine 10
at a pH of 7.3. Blind whole cell patch-clamp recordings were made in current-clamp
mode with an Axoclamp 2B amplifier (MDS Analytical Technologies, Sunnyvale, CA,
USA). Positive pressure was maintained while penetrating the tissue, and when a neuron
was encountered (as indicated by an increase in electrode resistance), a small negative
pressure was applied to the pipette to rupture a patch of cellular membrane. Recordings
were obtained from cells considered to be relay cells. These cells exhibited a lowthreshold calcium conductance and a hyperpolarization-activated mixed cation
conductance (Li et aI., 2003a). Records were digitized at 10 kHz and stored directly on
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computer. All membrane potential measurements were junction potential (9 m V)
corrected.
As schematically illustrated in Figure 3A, to stimulate tectothalamic fibers, a multipolar
stimulation electrode (matrix microelectrode; FHC, Bowdoin, ME) was placed in the
superficial layers of the

sc.

Corticothalamic axons (CTX) were stimulated with a second

multipolar electrode placed in the optic radiations. Stimulating electrodes were always at
least I mm from the recording electrode. The electrode array contained 8 tungsten
electrodes with a spacing of 115 !-tm between each electrode. Once a whole cell
recording was obtained, SC or CTX stimulation was produced by using any two adjacent
electrodes in the arrays. The anode and cathode positions were varied until the best
response was achieved.
Current pulses of 50~s were generated with a stimulator (Grass S88, Grass
Instrument, Warwick, RI) that was connected to a stimulus isolation unit (World
Precision Instruments A365, Sarasota, FI) which controlled current intensity
3000~A).

(100~A-

Stimulus frequency was controlled by computer using pClamp 8.2 software

(MDS Analytical Technologies). To measure short term plasticity, repetitive stimuli
were delivered in trains of 20 pulses of variable frequency (0.5-10Hz). The responses to
5 trains delivered in lOs intervals were averaged. To examine long term plasticity, 100
Hz current pulses were delivered for a period of 0.5 sec, and then current pulses were
delivered after 5, 10, 15 and 20 minutes (the average of 5 current pulses in 5s intervals
was recorded for each time point). EPSP amplitudes were measured using pClamp 8.2
softare. EPSP amplitudes were calculated as the difference between the membrane
voltage 2ms before the stimulus and the peak of the synaptic response. For the stimulus
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trains, the amplitudes of each EPSP of the 20 pulse train were quantified relative to the
amplitude of the first EPSP of the train. For long term plasticity experiments, the
amplitudes of EPSPs generated after high frequency stimulation were quantified relative
to the amplitudes of EPSPs generated just prior to high frequency stimulation.
Depolarization of the membrane potential caused by application of SP or 100Hz
SC stimulation was compensated for by current injection to maintain preapplication/stimulation potential levels. Input resistance changes were evaluated by
comparing the voltage response to square wave current pulses prior to and 10 minutes
following SP application of 100 Hz SC stimulation. Voltage responses were also
recorded in response to brief (20ms) application of glutamate (100
12

~m

~M)

from a pipette (8-

tip diameter) placed close to the recording electrode. The glutamate was ejected

from the pipette using a PV83 pneumatic picopump (WPI) with the pressure adjusted to
elicit a stable pre-SP response of greater than 1 mY. Student t-tests or ANOVA single
factor analysis were used to test for statistical significance. Quantitative data are
expressed as means ± SD.

Results
SP is presynaptic, and NKI is postsynaptic in the LPN
Immunohistochemical staining for both SP and NKI was densely distributed in
the caudal and lateral regions of the LPN, which we previously identified as the
tectorecipient zone of the LPN (Masterson et aI., 2009). The SP antibody stained boutons
(Figure lA), while the NKI antibody stained dendrites and occasional somata (Figure
IB). Double staining with both antibodies revealed that SP-positive boutons were closely
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associated with NKI stained cells, and SP-positive boutons did not stain for NKI (Figure
Ie).

To confirm that SP is confined to axon terminals and NKI receptors are located
postsynaptically, we prepared SP and NKI stained tissue for electron microscopy. An
ultrastructural analysis of a sample of 100 profiles stained with the SP antibody revealed
that all SP staining was confined to synaptic boutons (identified by the presence of
synaptic vesicles, Figure ID, E). In contrast, a sample of 100 profiles stained with the
NKI antibody revealed that the NKI receptor was expressed by dendrites postsynaptic to
unstained terminals (Figure I F) and occasional somata. Importanti y, no NK I-stained
profiles in the LPN contained synaptic vesicles, suggesting that SP activates postsynaptic
NK 1 receptors in the LPN.

Tecto-LPN terminals contain SP
We measured SP-stained terminals in electron micrographs to compare their sizes
to that of cortico-LPN and tecto-LPN terminals labeled by anterograde transport, as well
as profiles stained for the type 1 and type 2 vesicular glutamate transporters (vGLUTl
and vGLUT2) analyzed in our previous study (Masterson et aI., 2009). The minimum
diameter of 100 SP-stained profiles involved in synapses (0.71 ± 0.24 !lm) was not
significantly different than the minimum diameters of tecto-LPN terminals involved in
synapses (0.76 ± 0.22 !lm) or vGLUT2-stained terminals involved in synapses (0.72 ±
0.24 !lm). In contrast, synaptic SP-stained profiles were significantly larger than synaptic
cortico-LPN terminals (0.43 ± 0.13 !lm; p = 5.5 x 10terminals (0.43 ± 0.09 !lm; p = 1 x 10- 1\

11

)

and synaptic vGLUTl-stained

This suggests that tecto-LPN terminals contain

SP and cortico-LPN terminals do not contain SP.
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To determine whether tectothalamic axons contain substance P, we stained tissue
that contained BDA-Iabeled tecto-LPN axons for substance P and examined the LPN
using a confocal microscope. Individual boutons double-labeled for BDA and SP were
identified (Figure 2A), which indicates that at least a subset of tecto-LPN boutons contain
substance P. Finally, ibotenic acid lesions of the SC diminished substance P staining in
the ipsilateral, but not the contralateral LPN (Figure 2B-E).

Stimulation of cortico-LPN and tecto-LPN inputs in slices
As schematically illustrated in Figure 3A, to compare the synaptic responses of
LPN neurons to stimulation of their cortical or tectal inputs, whole cell recordings were
obtained from neurons in the caudaillateral LPN (tectorecipient zone, Masterson et aI.,
2009) in 400 [tm thick parasagittal sections maintained in vitro, and EPSPs were recorded
following stimulation of the optic radiations (CTX) or Sc. All recorded neurons were
identified as regular spiking (RS) projection neurons based on their pattern of firing in
response to current pulses (Li et aI., 2003a). Although our previous anatomical results
suggest that projection neurons within the tectorecipient zone receive both tectal input on
their proximal dendrites and cortical input on their distal dendrites, not all inputs can be
preserved and/or activated within the reduced slice preparation. Nevertheless, tectal or
cortical EPSPs could be evoked in over half of the recorded cells (47 of 78, or 60.3%, of
cells tested for cortical input, and 53 of 96, or 55.2%, of cells tested for tectal input). We
attribute this relatively high success rate to the use of the 8 electrode arrays that spanned
a distance of 1 mm. While we were not able to move the arrays once a whole cell
recording was obtained, stimulation could be produced between any two electrodes in the
array and the anode and cathode positions were varied to obtain the best response.
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Cortico-LPN and tecto-LPN inputs are glutamatergic and convergent
We previously determined that stimulation of the optic radiations activates both
NMDA and AMPA/kainate receptors in the LPN (Li et aI., 2003b). To test whether these
receptors are also activated by the stimulation of tectothalamic fibers, we stimulated the
SC in the presence of the NMDA receptor antagonist APV or the AMPAlkainate receptor
antagonist CNQX (Figure 3B). APV caused a significant decrease in EPSP peak
amplitude (39 ± 12%; p

=0.040, n =4) and shift in the latency of the peak amplitude

from 11.3 ± 2.1 to 8.5 ± 1.6ms (n

= 4, P = 8.1 x

10-

4

).

The AMP Alkainate receptor

antagonist CNQX also caused a decrease in EPSP amplitude (60 ± 19%; p

=0.016, n =6)

and a shift in the latency of peak amplitude (10.4 ± 2.3 to l7.8 ± 2.8 ms, n =6, P =3.4 x
10-5).
As previously reported, all CTX EPSP amplitudes in the tectorecipient zone of the
LPN increased in a graded manner as the stimulation intensity was increased (Li et aI.,
2003b). Similarly, SC EPSP amplitudes increased with increasing stimulation current
(Figure 3 C-D, n = 7). In addition, SC EPSP latencies decreased as the stimulation
intensity was increased (Figure 3D), a feature we previously reported for corticothalamic
EPSPs in the tectorecipient LPN (Li et aI., 2003b). These results suggest that LPN
neurons receive multiple convergent cortical and tectal inputs.

Tecto-LPN and cortico-LPN EPSPs display distinct short term synaptic plasticity
The short-term frequency dependency of tecto-LPN and cortico-LPN EPSPs was
tested using stimulation intensities that evoked stable EPSPs with initial amplitudes of at
least 1mV. Tecto-LPN fibers were stimulated with 20-pulse trains at frequencies of 0.5,
1,2,5, and 10 Hz. For each frequency, an analysis of variance was performed comparing
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the amplitudes of EPSPs within the pulse-train. Repetitive stimulation of tecto-LPN
fibers produced no significant differences between EPSP amplitudes at any frequency
(Fig. 4: A and C, n = 40; 10Hz P=0.85; 5Hz P=0.90; 2Hz P=0.90; 1Hz P=0.99; 0.5Hz
P=0.51; ANOV A single factor). A similar analysis of cortico-LPN EPSPs revealed no
significant differences between EPSP amplitudes at frequencies of 0.5 and 1 Hz.
However, stimulation frequencies of 2,5, and 10 Hz showed significant facilitation
within the 20-pulse trains (Fig. 4: Band D, n=39; 2-1OHz, P<O.OOI; 1Hz P=0.80; 0.5Hz
P=1.0; ANOVA single factor).

SP increases the amplitude of cortico-LPN and tecto-LPN EPSPs
We next tested whether the exogenous application of SP affected CTX or SC
responses. Control EPSPs were recorded, and then the slice was bathed for 20 minutes
with ACSF that contained 2 [!M SP. EPSP amplitudes were recorded at 5, 10, 15, and 20
minutes after the initial addition of SP to the ACSF. Application of SP increased the SC
EPSP amplitudes in 21/34 cells tested, and CTX EPSP amplitudes in 9/17 cells tested.
The average increase in EPSP amplitude of the responding cells, and the time course of
these increases, are illustrated in Figure 5.
After 5 minutes exposure to SP, SC responses (white bars in Figure 5, n = 21)
increased by an average of 2.1 fold after 5 minutes, 2.4 fold after 10 minutes, 2.7 fold
after 15 minutes and 2.4 fold after 20 minutes. All of these post-SP responses were
significantly different from responses recorded before SP application (p < 0.05). In the
presence of SP, CTX responses (light gray bars in Figure 5, n = 9) increased by an
average of 1.4 fold after 5 minutes, 1.7 fold after 10 minutes, 1.6 fold after 15 minutes
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and 2.2 fold after 20 minutes. All of these post-SP responses were significantly different
from responses recorded before SP application (p < 0.05).

SP effects are mediated by postsynaptic NKI receptors
When the NKI antagonist L703,606 (5 flM) was added simultaneously with the
SP, CTX (n = 5, dark gray bars in Figure 5) and SC (n = 9, black bars in Figure 5) EPSP
amplitudes were not significantly different from control responses (0 minutes; p> 0.3 for
amplitudes 5, 10, 15 and 20 minutes post-SP+L703,606), indicating that the SP effect is
mediated through the NKI receptors that are distributed on LPN cells (Figure 1). A
postsynaptic effect is also supported by the fact that 10 minutes after SP application the
average input resistance of the recorded neurons (122±77MO) increased significantly
(235±87MO; p < 0.05, n=21). This is illustrated in Figure 6 (A,B) as an increase in the
voltage responses to 10 ms 50pA hyperpolarizing current pulses after 10 minutes of bath
application of SP. In addition, the amplitude of voltage responses to the brief (20 ms)
application of glutamate from the tip of an adjacent pipette increased significantly after
10 minutes of SP bath application (Figure 6C). This increase in the peak amplitude of
glutamate responses was correlated with the increase in input resistance (Figure 6D, r =
0.68; n = 16).

SP is released from tecto-LPN terminals by high frequency stimulation
We next tested whether high frequency stimulation (100Hz for 0.5 s) of the SC or
CTX resulted in EPSP amplitude changes. In 28/40 cells tested, high frequency
stimulation of the SC resulted in a gradual increase in tectal EPSP amplitudes, which
peaked 20 minutes post stimulation an average of 2.4 fold above baseline (white bars in
Figure 7 histogram). Analysis of all responding cells (n=28) revealed that post-
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stimulation amplitudes were significantly larger than pre-stimulation amplitudes (p = 0.5
x 10-4 at 5 minutes, p = 3 x 10-5 at 10 minutes, p = 1 x 10-5 at 15 minutes and p = 0.015 at
20 minutes post-stimulation when compared to control). These increases were completely
blocked when the NK1 antagonist L703,606 was applied to the bath during the high
frequency stimulation, and for the 20 minutes following stimulation during which the
EPSP amplitude measurements were obtained (n = 10; black bars in Figure 7 histogram;
p = 0.26 at 5 minutes, p = 0.16 at 10 minutes, p = 0.16 at 15 minutes and p = 0.31 at 20
minutes post-stimulation +L703,606 when compared to control).
In our slice preparation, in approximately 20% of the recorded neurons both CTX
and SC stimulation electrodes evoked stable EPSPs in the same cell. In these cells we
tested whether high frequency SC stimulation affected CTX EPSP amplitudes. In 10/18
cells tested, we found that high frequency SC stimulation resulted in the subsequent
facilitation of CTX responses in the same cell (up to 1.9 fold after 20 minutes, light gray
bars in Figure 7 histogram). Analysis of all responding cells (n=10) revealed that at 10,
15 and 20 minutes post-stimulation, amplitudes were significantly larger than prestimulation amplitudes (p = 0.079 at 5 minutes, p = 0.04 at 10 minutes, p = 0.042 at 15
minutes, p = 0.031 at 20 minutes post-stimulation when compared to control), and this
effect was blocked by the simultaneous application of L703,606 to the bath (n = 6; dark
gray bars in Figure 7; p = 0.38 at 5 minutes, p =0.48 at 10 minutes, p = 0.25 at 15
minutes and p = 0.052 at 20 minutes post-stim+L703,606 when compared to control).
The effect of high frequency SC stimulation on neuron input resistance was similar to
that seen following SP application (from 193±86MO to 251±98MO; p < 0.05, n=28).
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We also tested the effects of high frequency CTX stimulation on cells that
responded to both SC and CTX stimulation (n= 9). As illustrated in Figure 8, high
frequency CTX stimulation did not increase cortical or tectal EPSP amplitudes of LPN
neurons >5 minutes post stimulation. In fact, CTX and SC EPSP amplitudes were slightly
smaller than control (0 minute) amplitudes and this was found to be significant (p <0.05)
at all post-stimulation time points.

Discussion
As schematically illustrated in Figure 9, our results indicate that SC-LPN
terminals contain both glutamate and SP. At stimulation frequencies up to 10Hz,
glutamate is released, which activates both NMDA and AMPA receptors on postsynaptic
neurons. The resulting glutamatergic SC-LPN EPSPs show little frequency-dependent
plasticity. In contrast to CTX-LPN EPSPs, which show frequency-dependent facilitation,
there was no significant difference between SC-LPN EPSP amplitudes generated by 1,2,
5 or 10 Hz stimulus trains. However, after high frequency (lOOHz) stimulation, SP is
released from SC-LPN terminals, which activates NKI receptors on postsynaptic
neurons. The activation of NKI receptors leads to a subsequent potentiation of both SCand CTX-evoked responses in the postsynaptic neuron. As discussed below, the unique
properties of SC-LPN synaptic terminals may produce amplified responses to threatening
visual images.

Tectothalamic synapses: a third type of glutamatergic response
Previous studies of the dorsal thalamus have identified two main types of
glutamatergic synaptic responses. The majority of inputs to the dorsal thalamus originate
from cortical layer VI (type I inputs), (Guillery, 1969). In vitro studies of a variety of
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thalamic nuclei have consistently shown that the EPSPs elicited by stimulation of layer
VI corticothalamic inputs increase in a graded manner with increasing stimulation
intensity, and facilitate at frequencies of 2 Hz or higher (Turner and Salt, 1998, Granseth
et aI., 2002). In contrast, EPSPs generated by stimulation of ascending sensory inputs, or
inputs that originate from cortical layer V (type II inputs), show an all-or-none increase in
amplitude with increasing stimulation levels, and are depressed at stimulation frequencies
of 2 Hz of higher (Turner and Salt, 1998, Chen and Regehr, 2000, Chen et aI., 2002,
Granseth et ai. 2002; Li et aI., 2003c; Reichova and Sherman, 2004; Arsenault and
Zhang, 2006).
In the current study, all CTX EPSPs increased in amplitude with increasing
stimulation current, and showed a robust frequency-dependent facilitation, consistent
with all previous studies of layer VI corticothalamic responses. In contrast, the SC EPSPs
in the LPN were unlike either type I or type II synaptic responses in that their amplitudes
remained relatively constant at stimulation frequencies up to 10 Hz. Very similar
responses have been recorded in the paralaminar thalamic nuclei (adjacent to the medial
geniculate nucleus) following stimulation of the SC (Smith et aI., 2007).
Like type I corticothalamic inputs, SC EPSPs show a graded increase in
amplitude with increasing levels of stimulation current. This likely reflects the
convergence of multiple tectal axons onto single LPN neurons. Previous studies indicate
that the tecto-LPN projection in the rodent is nontopographic (Mooney et aI., 1984), and
our previous electron microscopic observations indicate that multiple tectal terminals
innervate individual dendrites (Masterson et aI., 2009). This supports the idea that LPN
cells may integrate converging inputs from multiple tecto-LPN cells.
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Smith et al (2007) recently proposed that inputs from the SC and inferior
colliculus to the paralaminar neurons be called "integrators" to distinguish them from the
type I and type II glutamatergic synaptic responses which Sherman and Guillery (1998)
have defined as "modulating" and "driving" inputs respectively. Smith et al further
proposed that it may be the collective activities of multiple convergent integrator inputs
that are critical for the formation of the postsynaptic neuron's receptive field. This
concept fits well with the known properties of the LPN; receptive fields within the
tectorecipient LPN are much larger than those recorded in the superficial layers of the SC
where tecto-LPN cells are located (Chalupa et aI., 1983, Abramson and Chalupa, 1988,
Casanova and Molotchnikoff, 1990, Hutsler and Chalupa, 1991, Ling et aI., 1997, Hilbig
et aI., 2000, Major et aI., 2000). In the hamster, Mooney et al (1984) demonstrated that
receptive fields of LPN cells are on average 10 times larger than those of tecto-LPN cells.

Substance P release in the LPN
We also found that tectothalamic synapses are distinguished from type I and type
II glutamatergic synapses in that they release SP when stimulated at high frequencies.
This is similar to the frequency-dependent release of SP in the spinal cord (Go and
Yaksh, 1987, Adelson et aI., 2009) substantia nigra (Diez-Guerra et aI., 1988) and
intestinal tract (Baron et aI., 1983). In the LPN, a recent study demonstrated that SP
reduces a K+ conductance, likely Kleak, via NKI receptors (Paul and Cox, 2010). The
increases in input resistance that we identified following bath application of SP or high
frequency stimulation of the SC are consistent with this action. The net result of SP
release from tectothalamic terminals is an increase in the response of postsynaptic
neurons to all glutamatergic synaptic inputs.
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Our studies suggest that when tectothalamic neurons fire at frequencies up to 10
Hz, glutamate is released and LPN neurons reliably respond to stimulus trains, without
facilitation or depression. In contrast, when tectothalamic neurons fire at high frequency,
SP is released in addition to glutamate, which amplifies the subsequent postsynaptic LPN
neuronal responses to both tectal and cortical inputs. In vivo studies indicate that neurons
in the superficial layers of the SC can fire at very high frequencies. In the anesthetized
rat, firing rates of up to 120 Hz have been recorded in superficial layers of the SC
(Prevost et aI., 2007), and in the awake behaving monkey, firing rates of 250 Hz or more
have been recorded in the superficial SC (Wurtz and Mohler, 1976). Thus, our
stimulation parameters are well within the normal firing range of SC neurons.

Functional implications
A variety of studies have concluded that SP is released in response to stressful
stimuli, and SP antagonists have been suggested to be an important therapeutic target for
depression and/or anxiety (e.g. Ebner et aI., 2009). We hypothesize that the release of SP
from tectothalamic terminals may similarly function to increase reactions to threatening
visual stimuli.
We recently studied the tectal projections to the dorsal (Pd) and central pulvinar
nucleus (Pc) of the tree shrew (Chomsung et aI., 2008). Luppino et al (1988) first
described these projections as "diffuse" and "specific" respectively. By using a
combination of anterograde and retrograde tracing techniques, as well as electron
microscopy, we concluded that both the Pd and Pc receive topographic (specific)
projections from the SC, and the Pd receives additional nontopographic (diffuse)
projections, possibly arising from convergent axon collaterals. Because we also found
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that the Pd (but not the Pc) projects to the amygdala, we suggested that the diffuse
tectopulvinar projections are involved in coding the movement of large or threatening
objects to initiate escape responses, while the specific tectopulvinar projections are
involved in coding the precise location of small moving objects to initiate orienting or
pursuit responses (Chomsung et aI., 2008).
Whether a small portion of the rat LPN receives topographic connections from the SC
(comparable to the tree shrew Pc) remains an open question. This is difficult to test
because the tectorecipient zone of the rat LPN is quite small when compared to the large
tectorecipient zones of the tree shrew pulvinar nucleus. However, both anatomical and
physiology studies indicate that the majority of the LPN is organized in a nontopographic
manner, and that LPN neurons have very large receptive fields (Mooney et aI., 1984).
Mooney et al (1984) suggested the LPN neurons respond to visual events, such as
the appearance of novel objects, rather than the specific features of visual stimuli. In
particular, the majority of LPN neurons that could be antidromic ally driven from the SC
responded best to visual stimuli moving across their receptive fields, similar to the
responses of SC-LPN neurons which have been classified as movement-sensitive wide
field vertical cells (Mooney et aI., 1988). Convergent input from multiple wide field
vertical cells likely accounts for the LPN cells' sensitivity to movement across
widespread regions of the visual field. This organization makes the LPN well suited to
signal the appearance of potential danger.
There also appears to be good overlap between tecto-LPN projections, regions of
the LPN that project to the amygdala (Doron and Ledoux, 1999,2000), and regions
innervated by terminals that contain SP. Similarly, the paralaminar nuclei, which also
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receive "integrator" inputs from the SC (Smith et aI., 2007), project to the amygdala
(Doron and Ledoux, 1999, 2000) and are innervated by SP fibers (unpublished data).
Thus, the tectorecipient zone of the LPN may be part of a complex of nuclei that receive
convergent tectal inputs and project to the amygdala. In this context, our results suggest
that the SP-mediated potentiation of synaptic inputs may serve to amplify responses to
threatening objects that move across large regions of the visual field.
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Figure 1.
SP is presynaptic and NKI is postsynaptic in the LPN. A) An antibody against SP stains
terminal boutons in the LPN. B) An antibody against NKI stains dendrites and occasional
somata in the LPN. C) A 12 !Am thick confocal image of tissue from the caudal LPN
stained with NKI and SP antibodies. An NKI-stained neuron (purple) is surrounded by
SP-stained terminals (green). There was no double-labeling of NKI and SP, indicating
that the NK 1 receptors are not located on SP terminals. D-F) Electron micrographs of the
LPN illustrate that SP is located in terminal boutons that synapse (white arrows) with
dendrites (D,E) and NKI receptors are present on postsynaptic dendrites (F). Scale bars
10 !Am in A (applies to B), 10 !Am in C, and 0.5 !Am in D (applies to E and F).
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Figure 2.

Tecto-LPN terminals contain SP. A) A large injection of biotinylated dextran amine
(BDA) was made in the superficial layers of the SC to label axons in the LPN by
anterograde transport. LPN tissue was subsequently treated to reveal the tecto-LPN
axons and SP. A 10 !-tm thick confocal image of the caudal LPN illustrates the overlap of
tecto-LPN axons (purple) and terminals that contain SP (green). The white areas of the
image indicate tecto-LP terminals that contain SP. B-F) The excitatory neurotoxin
ibotenic acid was injected unilaterally into the superior colliculus. SP staining in the
LPN contralateral to the ibotenic acid injection was densely concentrated in the caudal
portion of the nucleus, as in normal rats (B, boxed region shown at higher magnification
in C). The inset shows neurons visualized with the NeuN antibody in the superior
colliculus. SP staining was absent in the LPN ipsilateral to the ibotenic acid injection (D,
boxed regions shown at higher magnification in E). The inset shows the lesion in the
superior colliculus caused by the ibotenic acid injection in a section stained with NeuN.
Scale bars

= 5 !-tm in A, 500 !-tm in D (also applies to B), 1 mm in D inset (also applies to

B inset) and 25 !-tm in E (also applies to C).
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Figure 3.
Cortico-LPN and tecto-LPN inputs are glutamatergic and convergent. A) Schematic
illustration of the recording and stimulation sites used to examine tectothalamic and
corticothalamic EPSPs in the lateral posterior nucleus (LPN). Parasagittal slices that
contained the most lateral regions of the superior colliculus (SC) were used. An array of 8
electrodes (black dots surrounded by white circles) was placed in the SC to activate the
cut axons of tectothalamic cells located in more medial regions of the Sc. A second array
of 8 electrodes was placed just rostral to the LPN to activate the cut axons of
corticothalamic cells (CTX). Our previous anatomical studies (Li et aI., 2003; Masterson
et aI., 2009) revealed that only the rostral LPN is innervated by large corticothalamic
terminals that originate from layer V cells. The caudal tectorecipient region of the LPN
(light gray) is innervated only by small corticothalamic terminals that originate from
layer VI. B) Tectothalamic EPSPs activate both NMDA and non-NMDA receptors. In
the presence of the NMDA receptor antagonist APV, or the AMPAIkainate receptor
antagonist CNQX, there was a decrease in EPSP amplitude and a shift in the latency of
the peak amplitude. Tectothalamic EPSPs were abolished in the presence of both APV
and CNQX. C) With increasing stimulation intensity, tectothalamic EPSPs show a
graded increase in amplitude, and a small decrease in latency. D) Graph shows the
average tecto-LPN EPSP amplitudes and latencies as a function of stimulation intensity
for a sample of 7 cells.
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Figure 4.
Tecto-LPN and cortico-LPN EPSPs display distinct short term synaptic plasticity.
Stimulation experiments consisted of 20 pulses at 0.5, 1,2,5, and 10 Hz. A) EPSPs 1, 10
and 20 from a SC stimulation experiment. Stimulation of tectal fibers produced EPSPs
with stable amplitudes. B) EPSPs 1, 10, and 20 from a CTX stimulation experiment.
Stimulation of cortical fibers produced EPSPs that showed frequency-dependent
facilitation. C and D) Each point represents the normalized average of EPSPs evoked in
35 cells by 20 pulses at 0.5, 1, 2, 5 and 10Hz. The EPSP amplitudes were normalized by
dividing the EPSP amplitude evoked by each pulse in the train (EPSPn) by the EPSP
amplitude evoked by the first pulse of the train (EPSPl). C) Tectothalamic experiments.
D) Corticothalamic experiments.
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Figure 5)
Substance P increases the amplitude of cortico-LPN and tecto-LPN EPSPs. Substance P,
or substance P and the NKI antagonist L703,606, were bath applied during in vitro whole
cell recordings and stimulation of tecto-LPN axons (SC) or cortico-LPN axons (CTX). In
A-D the gray trace is the control EPSP (0 minutes) and the darker traces are EPSPs 10
and 20 minutes after application of substance P or substance P and L703,606. A) EPSPs
generated by SC stimulation before and after substance P application. B) EPSPs
generated by SC stimulation before and after substance P and L703,606 application. C)
EPSPs generated by CTX stimulation before and after substance P application. D) EPSPs
generated by CTX stimulation before and after in the substance P and L 703,606. E)
The histogram illustrates the potentiation of SC and CTX evoked EPSPs at 5, 10, 15 and
20 minutes after substance P application expressed as a percentage of control values (0
minutes).
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Figure 6.
SP effects are mediated by postsynaptic NK 1 receptors. Voltage responses of LPN
neurons (bottom traces) to 10 ms 50pA hyperpolarizing current pulses (top traces) (A)
increase after 10 minutes of bath application of SP (B). C) The amplitudes of LPN
neuron voltage responses to brief (20 ms) application of glutamate (lower trace) are
increased following 10 minutes of bath application of SP (top trace indicated by arrow).
The histogram illustrates the average increase in peak amplitude expressed as a
percentage of control amplitudes (n = 16). D) The increase in response to glutamate
application is correlated with an increase in input resistance (r = 0.68).
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Figure 7.
High frequency stimulation of tecto-LPN axons increases the amplitude of subsequent
tecto- and cortico-LPN EPSPs. In cells that responded to stimulation of both tecto-LPN
(SC) and cortico-LPN (CTX) axons, tecto-LPN axons were stimulated at a frequency of
100 Hz for 0.5 seconds and the amplitudes of subsequent EPSPs evoked by single SC or
CTX stimulus pulses were monitored. In A-D the gray trace is the control EPSP and the
darker traces are EPSPs 10 and 20 minutes afterlOO Hz SC stimulation. A) EPSPs
generated by SC stimulation before and after 100 Hz SC stimulation. B) EPSPs
generated by SC stimulation before and after 100 Hz SC stimulation in the presence of
the NKI antagonist L703,606. C) EPSPs generated by CTX stimulation before and after
100 Hz SC stimulation. D) EPSPs generated by CTX stimulation after 100 Hz SC
stimulation in the presence of L 703,606. E) The histogram illustrates the potentiation of
SC and CTX evoked EPSPs at 5, 10, 15 and 20 minutes after 100 Hz SC stimulation
expressed as a percentage of control values (0 minutes).
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Figure 8.

High frequency stimulation of cortico-LPN input does not change the amplitude of
subsequent tecto- or cortico-LPN EPSPs. In cells that responded to stimulation of both
tecto-LPN (SC) and cortico-LPN (CTX) axons, cortico-LPN axons were stimulated at a
frequency of 100 Hz for 0.5 seconds and the amplitudes of subsequent EPSPs evoked by
single SC or CTX stimulus pulses were monitored. In A and B, the gray trace is the
control EPSP and the darker traces are EPSPs 10 and 20 minutes after 100 Hz CTX
stimulation. A) EPSPs generated by SC stimulation before and after 100 Hz CTX
stimulation. B) EPSPs generated by CTX stimulation before and after 100 Hz CTX
stimulation. At the completion of the experiment, the SC was then stimulated at 100 Hz
for 0.5 seconds. The dotted trace (arrow) indicates the subsequent potentiation of the
CTX EPSP. C) The histogram illustrates that there was no increase in the amplitudes of
SC or CTX evoked EPSPs at 5, 10, 15 and 20 minutes after 100 Hz CTX stimulation.
Amplitudes expressed as a percentage of control values (0 minutes).
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Figure 9.
Schematic summary of rat LPN glutamatergic synapses. A) In the rostral LPN, projection
cells receive input to their proximal dendrites from a small number of large terminals
with round vesicles (RL profiles, red) that originate from cortical layer V, and input to
their distal dendrites from a large number of small terminals with round vesicles (RS
profiles, green) that originate from cortical layer VI (Li et aI., 2003c). Stimulation of RL
profiles at 10 Hz produces EPSPs that depress (type II responses, red), characteristic of
"driver" inputs (Sherman and Guillery, 1998; Li et aI., 2003b), while stimulation of RS
profiles at 10 Hz produces facilitating EPSPs (type I responses, green), characteristic of
"modulator" inputs (Sherman and Guillery, 1998; Li et aI., 2003b). B) In the caudal LPN,
projection cells receive input to their proximal dendrites from a large number of medium
sized terminals with round vesicles (RM profiles, black) that originate from the SC, and
input to their distal dendrites from a large number of small terminals with round vesicles
(RS profiles, green) that originate from cortical layer VI (Masterson et aI., 2009).
Stimulation of RM profiles at 10Hz produces EPSPs that do not depress or facilitate
(type III responses, black), characteristic of "integrator" inputs (Smith et aI., 2007), while
stimulation of RS profiles at 10 Hz produces facilitating EPSPs (type I responses, green),
characteristic of "modulator" inputs. C) Glutamate (white squares) is transported into
vesicles within RS (green) and RM (black) profiles by the type I (vGLUT1) and type II
(vGLUT2) vesicular glutamate transporters respectively (Masterson et aI., 2009). When
stimulated at frequencies up to 10Hz, glutamate release activates postsynaptic AMPA and
NMDA receptors. D) When stimulated at high frequency (lOOHz), RM profiles
additionally release SP (blue circles) which activates postsynaptic NKI receptors and
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increases the amplitudes of subsequent glutamatergic postsynaptic responses (represented
by the green and black traces).
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Summary
The previous chapters have detailed the synaptic organization and electrophysiological
properties of the tectothalamic pathway, a pathway centered in the caudal LPN. The
caudal LPN is a neural structure in which streams of information mingle and merge. The
vGLUTl and vGLUT2 markers were particularly useful in teasing apart these visual
streams. Although vGLUTl has been shown to be a marker of corticothalamic terminals,
the source of the subcortical vGLUT2 within the caudal LPN was unknown. We used a
combination of lesion and tracer experiments to find that the origin of the vGLUT2 was
within the superficial layers of the SC. Using these markers and various tracers, we were
then able to determine the flow of information through the caudal LPN. Information from
layer VI of the visual cortex is passed through small terminals onto distal dendrites of
projection neurons. These same projection neurons receive visual information from the
superficial layers of the SC through clusters of terminals on their proximal dendrites.
This clustering of terminals most likely represents convergent input from multiple tectal
axons.
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Like the corticothalamic terminals, the tectothalamic terminals are glutamatergic
and the EPSPs elicited by these synapses are mediated by postsynaptic NMDA and
AMPA receptors. However, the tectothalamic synapses differ from the corticothalamic
synapses in that the tectothalamic response to high frequency stimulation shows little
frequency-dependent plasticity whereas the type I corticothalamic response shows a
marked frequency-dependent facilitation. In addition, we found that the tectothalamic
synapses contain the neuropeptide SP and EM analysis indicated that these SP-positive
terminals synapse with dendrites that express the SP receptor NK 1. Exogenous
application of SP caused a depolarization of the cellular membrane, increased membrane
resistance, and increased the EPSP amplitudes for both corticothalamic and tectothalamic
responses. The application of SP also increased the cells response to puffs of glutamate.
These effects were blocked by the co-application of the NKI antagonist L703,606. These
experiments suggest that the effects of SP are postsynaptic and are not limited to the
activated postsynaptic site.
Many neuropeptides are only released from terminals in response to high frequency
stimulation. The colocalization of SP and its receptor indicated a possible role for the
high frequency stimulation of SC fibers in the tectothalamic pathway. To test this, we
stimulated both the corticothalamic and tectothalamic fibers at 100Hz. High frequency
stimulation of corticothalamic fibers had no effect on either corticothalamic or
tectothalamic EPSP amplitudes. In contrast, high frequency stimulation of tectothalamic
fibers caused a depolarization in cellular membrane, increased membrane resistance, and
increased both corticothalamic and tectothalamic EPSP amplitudes. This implies that
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tectothalamic fibers, firing at high frequency, release SP which acts postsynaptically
through the NKI receptor.
Future directions
Resolution of the anatomy within the tecto thalamic circuit

The anatomical experiments presented in the previous chapters provide strong
evidence that the SP-positive terminals located in the caudal LPN originate from the
superficial layers of the Sc. However, attempts to double label the SP-positive neurons
within the SC that project to the caudal LPN were unsuccessful. The inability to label
SP-positive cells is likely due to the mechanisms of neuropeptide synthesis and transport.
Although neuropeptides are initially synthesized in the cell soma, they often undergo
modification while being transported down the axon. Therefore, the complete
neuropeptide is specifically localized and concentrated in the axon terminal.
Administration of colchicine, a toxin that inhibits microtubule formation, might cause a
sufficient accumulation of SP in the soma to allow immunohistochemical detection
(Larson, 1992)
Projection neurons in the caudal LPN receive convergent input from the visual
cortex and the Sc. We don't know exactly where this integrated information is sent. The
projection neurons that were recorded from in these experiments have multiple potential
targets: cortex, striatum, or amygdala. The in vitro preparation of the
electrophysiological experiments was not conducive to the labeling and reconstruction of
recorded cells. Anterograde labeling of cells during in vivo electrophysiological
experiments would maintain the connectivity between projection cells in the caudal LPN
and target structures. It has been reported that the projection from the SC to the LPN is
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nontopographic (Mooney et aI., 1984) but the experiments were indirect. A more direct
measure of tecto-LPN projection patterns would be the complete reconstruction of axon
arbors from single tecto-LPN cells. The absence or presence of topographic organization
is important for interpreting the function of the tectothalamic pathway.
Receptors and mechanisms of SP potentiation
The electrophysiological experiments discussed in the previous chapters described
the effects of SP in the caudal LPN but did not directly address the mechanisms
underlying the potentiation. The effects of SP on membrane conductance in the LPN
have been shown to be mediated by potassium channels, specifically potassium leak
(K1eak ) channels (Paul and Cox, 2010). A decrease in the conductance of K1eak would
increase membrane resistance and depolarize the cell. The potentiation of EPSPs
characterized in chapter III could be attributed to an increase in membrane resistance, as
this would decrease shunting and prevent the degradation of dendritic signals.
Replication of the SP application experiments and the high frequency stimulation
experiments in the presence of a potassium channel blocker, such as cesium, would
determine the role of potassium channels in SP-induced potentiation of EPSPs in the
caudal LPN.
The slow activation and long-lasting effects of SP imply G-protein coupling and
an intracellular signal transduction pathway. The NKI receptor is associated with
excitatory activity in many areas of central nervous system (Go and Yaksh, 1987,
Adelson et aI., 2009, Paul and Cox, 2010) and has been shown to undergo endosomal
internalization in the presence of SP (Mantyh et aI., 1995). Many G protein-coupled
receptors exhibit internalization as part of their signaling sequence. Preliminary
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experiments were performed in which the NKI receptor was visualized at 0,5, 10, and 15
minutes post-SP application. Although the results were intriguing, issues of
standardization and quantification of the confocal data were never satisfactorily solved.
It would be interesting to know if receptor internalization occurs in response to either SP

application or high frequency stimulation.
The superficial layers of the SC are themselves innervated by layer V neurons of
the visual cortex. The arrangement of neural circuitry, wherein the caudal LPN receives
both direct (layer VI input) and indirect (layer V input via the SC) visual information
raises interesting questions as to the function of this nucleus. These attributes might
allow the LPN to integrate visual information and to synchronize cortical regions,
processes that would be critical for the orchestration of attention. The pulvinar, the
primate equivalent of the rodent LPN, has been considered an important structure for
visual attention. The purpose of SP in this circuit is impossible to ascertain through
purely in vitro experimentation and it will be necessary to expand the research into an in
vivo model. The chemical conjugate substance P-saporin specifically destroys NKI

receptor expressing cells. An in vivo experiment in which substance P-saporin were
injected into the caudal LPN would eliminate the tectorecipient cells and potentially
affect behavior. In the complex and constantly changing environment of the visual
world, a neural circuit dedicated to the identification and evaluation of novel stimuli
seems a necessity.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ABC

avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex

ACSF

Artificial cerebrospinal fluid

AMPA

a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4isoxazolepropionic acid

APV

2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid

BDA

biotinylated dextran amine

CNQX

6-cyano-7 -nitroquinoxaline-2,3dione

CS

clustered spiking

CTX

optic radiations (input from cortex)

DAB

3-3' diaminobenzidine

dLGN

dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus

DNQX

6,7 -dinitro-2,3-quinoxalinedione

EPSP

excitatory postsynaptic potential

EM

electron microscope

FG

fluorogold

GABA

y-amino butyric acid

HRP

horseradish peroxidase

IC

inferior colliculus
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IPSP

inhibitory postsynaptic potential

LDN

lateral dorsal nucleus

LON

lateral geniculate nucleus

LPN

lateral posterior nucleus

LTP

long-term potentiation

NOS

normal goat serum

NKI

neurokinin receptor 1

NMDA

N-methyl-D-aspartate

NOT

nucleus of optic tract

OT

optic tract

Pc

central subdivision of pulvinar

Pd

dorsal subdivision of pulvinar

PB

phosphate buffer

PBS

phosphate buffered saline

PHAL

phaseolus vulgaris leucoagglutinin

PT

pretectum

RL

large terminals with round vesicles

RM

medium terminals with round
vesicles

RS

regular spiking

SC

superior colliculus

SGI

stratum griseum intermediale

SGS

stratum griseum superficiale
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SO

stratum opticum

SP

substance P

STR

superior thalamic radiation

SZ

stratum zonale

TRN

thalamic reticular nucleus

VI

primary visual cortex

vGLUTI

vesicular glutamate transporter I

vGLUT2

vesicular glutamate transporter 2

vLGN

ventral lateral geniculate nucleus

VPL

ventroposterior lateral nucleus
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